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once i started immerse myself in the composer, i realised how much i
had missed the traditional techniques of playing. in my time the
guitar had not reached the level of sophistication it is at now. i

concentrated on the speed of the strings and being able to play the
lines and phrases of the melody. gershwin s absolute flexibility, his
genius for using his peers as musical weapons in an argument, and

his use of jazz rhythms and syncopations, are all timeless. his music is
sometimes like riding a roller coaster, but it is a roller coaster of joy

and life and through his use of structure and repetition, you can focus
on the music and forget everything else. he is a natural athlete: a

marathoner, a tennis player, a boxer, all of which you can hear in his
music. and then, i went through the whole of the last century and

more. the 20th century in music, like the previous one, is divided into
two halves. there are the first few years, where composers still

wrestle with their identity, and those where they pass their birthdays
and publish their first major works. in the 1960s, i already knew how
to listen to the music. i could say i could tell the berio from the ligeti
by its balance, and the time, and also that there was a powerful bond
of the two men which contributed to their collaboration. i think for all

composers, the thing which kept me going was how personal the
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music is. the fact that i know somebody who was touched by the
writing is wonderful. when you listen to a piece, you can actually hear

the emotions of the composer. that human thread permeates
everything and i was hooked by the ultimate human and spiritual

challenge which is to be able to express our deepest feelings.
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